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1. Introduction 

Having morally competent citizens is in the interest of every society. And although 
moral education may no longer be the primary goal of higher education in the U.S., it 
nevertheless is viewed by many as one of its missions (McNeal 2009). For example, 
the Association of American Colleges & Universities explicitly states, “…educators and 
employers agree that personal and social responsibility should be core elements of 
a 21st century college education if our world is to thrive.” (https://www.aacu.org/
resources/civic-learning). While there is no one way to define a moral individual, moral 
competence: refers to the ability to solve problems and conflicts, on the basis of moral 
principles, through thinking and discussion (Lind 2016), seems a reasonable place to 
start. According to Lind’s theory of moral competence (2015), education that encourages 
students to self-reflect and to take responsibilities for their actions can enhance moral 
competence. While there is some empirical evidence to support this assertion, the exact 
mechanisms by which students’ morality is affected remains unclear. For example, is it 
a certain curriculum, college activities, diversity of perspective, or some combination 
of two or more, that foster students’ moral reasoning? Furthermore, higher education 
is increasingly delivered online, and this raises even more questions as to whether 
online courses have the same effect on students’ moral development. The goal of the 
present study was to address these questions by examining two types of online course 
assignments, group discussions, and critical writing with active/experiential learning in 
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two psychology courses: Developmental Psychology and Research Methods Lab. 

1.1 Empirical evidence of the effect of higher education on students’ moral reasoning

There is a reasonable amount of empirical evidence suggesting that attending 
a college or university can enhance student’s moral reasoning. For example, King and 
Mayhew (2002) found over 172 studies that confirmed a positive association between 
college attendance and students’ improvement of moral reasoning. However, the studies 
only utilized one moral reasoning assessment, the Defining Issues Test (DIT); and the 
majority of them did not purposefully study the connection between higher education 
and student morality, but rather used college students as their convenience samples. 
Thus, more studies are needed to directly address the potential causality between higher 
education and students’ improvement of moral judgement. Even less is known about the 
specific pedagogical strategies that work to advance students’ moral reasoning. What is 
known will be reviewed next. 

1.1.1 Moral content

One of the obvious ways to improve moral competence is through explicit instruction 
of morality and ethics. However, empirical evidence of its effectiveness is mixed. For 
example, Mayhew and King (2008) compared two courses with explicit moral content, 
Moral Choice and Contemporary Moral Problems, with three courses that included 
some aspect of morality such as social justice and community service. They found that 
improvement in moral reasoning was greater in the two explicitly taught morality courses. 

In an intervention study by Cummings and her colleagues (2010), students in an 
Educational Psychology course who were explicitly taught theories of moral development 
and discussed moral dilemmas had a significantly higher increase in moral reasoning 
than the students in English and Philosophy courses where course content engaged in 
various discussions, including ones of moral nature, but were not explicitly taught about 
moral development. Furthermore, a study of South Korean nursing students found 
a significant increase in moral reasoning between freshmen and seniors, with gains 
positively associated with ethics course credit hours throughout their studies (Park, 
Kjervik, Crandell, & Oermann 2012). 

Conversely, in a sample of 821 business students across three U.S. higher education 
institutions, Desplaces and his colleagues (2007) found no relationship between the 
quantity of ethics discussions and moral competence. Although students on the whole 
did not show significant improvement, the sample who recalled participating in ethics 
discussions showed marginally significant findings (Desplaces, Melchar, Beauvais, & 
Bosco 2007). 
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1.1.2 Positive peer-interaction

Kohlberg, who is considered to be the father of Moral Psychology, proposed a theory 
of moral development and argued that individuals’ view of morality undergoes qualitative 
changes at the same time as the pattern of thinking undergoes structural changes. Just 
like Piaget, Kohlberg argued that being confronted with opposing moral views and being 
able to engage in an open dialogue about different views may advance growth in moral 
thought. This also suggests that courses that engage students in peer-interactions in the 
climate of openness and acceptance can foster moral competence. Several studies have 
found support of this. For example, Mayhew and King (2008), found peer-interactions 
were one of the significant predictors of higher moral reasoning at the end of the academic 
term. In the intervention study by Cummings et al. (2010), courses that employed online 
group discussions also had students with significantly higher moral reasoning scores, 
however, it is not clear whether it is the interaction with the peers, the deliberation of 
moral dilemmas, or both types of activities that caused the increase in the students’ moral 
reasoning. In another study by Mayhew and Engberg (2010), results showed that high 
levels of tension and negative affect in the classroom were associated with a decrease in 
students’ moral reasoning. Similarly, Schillinger (2006) found that institutional pressures 
could either facilitate or regress students’ moral competence. Specifically, an environment 
that promotes role taking and guided reflection significantly improved moral competence 
from year one; while an environment that restricts or punishes involvement and reflection 
decreased moral competence over time

1.1.2. Active and experiential learning

According to Experiential Learning Theory (ELT), learning is ”the process whereby 
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results 
from the combination of grasping and transforming experience” (Kolb 1984, p. 41). 
In the similar vein, Kohlberg (1971) and more recently, Boss (1994), have argued that 
experiencing real life moral dilemmas and actively solving real life moral problems will 
foster moral reasoning. This idea has received some empirical support. For example, Boss 
(1994) compared moral reasoning scores of students in two different undergraduate 
ethics courses. Students in both classes learned the topic of moral development and 
engaged in moral dilemmas as part of the course curriculum. Additionally, students in the 
experimental group had to complete 20 hours of community service and to keep a diary 
reflecting on their service. At the end of the semester, students in the experimental class 
demonstrated a greater increase in moral reasoning skills than the students in the class 
with no community service. 

Similarly, St. Peters and Short (2018) demonstrated the positive effect of experiential 
learning in a study of ten occupational therapy students who participated in a cross-
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cultural service learning experience in Guatemala. Students assisted a lead therapist in 
patient assessment, as well as provided patient assessments and consultations. Students 
faced a myriad of cultural and professional challenges, such as communication barriers, 
local people’s misunderstanding of the Western idea of patient’s independence or the 
concept of rehabilitation. Similar to the students’ in Boss (1994), students also kept a 
diary, documenting and reflecting upon their experiences. Although the sample of 10 
students was rather small, the evidence of inner-growth could be inferred. Specifically, 
there was a significant increase in the students’ measured character traits, including, 
curiosity, gratitude, love of learning, openness to evidence, perspective taking, propriety, 
self-control, social perceptiveness, spirituality, and zest. It may be that one of the ways by 
which students in both studies have increased their moral reasoning is by learning to see 
problems from multiple perspectives and appreciate the complexity of real-life dilemmas. 
The opposite may be true when openness to different viewpoints is restricted, as in 
some religious institutions. For example, Saeidi-Parvaneh (2011) found that religious 
dogmatism severely hindered moral competence in college students in the first and fourth 
year of study in medical, engineering sciences, and psychology.

In sum, research suggests that higher education can have a positive effect on 
students’ moral reasoning in at least two ways: through positive peer-interactions and 
active (experiential) learning. However, it remains unclear if similar effect can be achieved 
in online education. Thus, the present study was set up to address this question.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

The present study was part of a larger research on morality from a major university 
in the U.S. Students enrolled in online Developmental Psychology (DEP) and Research 
Methods lab (RML) classes were recruited to participate in the study in exchange for extra 
credit. In the RML class, a total of 42 male and 118 female students agreed to participate. 
In the DEP, 29 male and 96 female students consented to participate. 

2.2 Variables 

Students in both courses engaged in two types of course activities: group discussions 
(i.e., peer-interaction) and class projects (i.e., active/experiential learning).

All students who agreed to participate in the study completed the Moral Competence 
Test (MCT) (Lind 2014) at the beginning and the end of the semester, assessing students’ 
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moral competence at both times. This instrument measures moral competence and 
moral orientation by presenting two moral dilemmas and asking participants to rate 
their level of being in agreement with several arguments for and against certain moral 
decisions. Higher moral competency reflects an individual’s ability to adhere to and 
to be consistent in choosing one’s high moral principles across different situations. 
Furthermore, the instrument produces lower scores for individuals who respond based 
on the seeking a specific outcome, regardless of the explanation. Thus, allowing the 
tool to directly target the moral arguments and reasoning.

2.1.1 Developmental psychology class (DEP)

As part of course requirement, students in the DEP class learned developmental 
theories of moral development and participated in group discussions, one of which 
involved reflecting upon Kohlberg’s and Gilligan’s theories of moral development; In 
addition, the students completed My Virtual Life simulation (Pearson 2018), which 
consists of two parts. In the first half of the simulation, the students parented a child 
from birth to age 18, making decisions as the child’s parent. Then, when the virtual child 
turned 18, the students became the virtual adult and lived as one experiencing the effects 
of the decisions that they made as the child parent. Then, they wrote two reflective papers 
describing their virtual experiences and critically evaluating them. The grades for the two 
papers were summed to create one variable.  To determine if moral content of the course 
had a unique role in the improvement of moral competence, the grades on the quiz testing 
students understanding of moral development was also included in the analysis.

2.1.2 Research methods lab class (RML)

The primary purpose of this course is to introduce students to basic designs of 
research in Psychology. In addition, students learn to develop better critical and scientific 
thinking. Students engaged in several group discussions; and they designed a research 
project, collected and analyzed data, and wrote a research paper describing their findings. 

3. Results

3.1. Did the students’ moral competence improve at the end of the semester?

To examine the change in the level of the students’ moral competence at the end 
of their respective courses, two separate paired-samples t-tests were computed. In the 
RML class, there was a significant difference in the moral competence scores between 
time 1 (M=17.6, SD=12.9) and time 2 (M=20.6, SD=15.4), having higher level at the end 
of the semester; t(128)=-2.46, p=.015. In the DEP class, the difference in the MCT scores 
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between time 1 (M=15.0, SD=10.9) and time 2 (M=17.6, SD=12.5) was only approaching 
significance, t(492)=-1.88, p=.062.

3.2. What course assignments contributed to the students’ higher moral competence 
levels?

To examine the relative contribution of the assignments to the improvement in the 
moral competence scores, two separate hierarchical regression analyses were computed, 
one with only the developmental psychology class (see Table 1) and another with the 
research methods lab class (see Table 2). In both analyses, moral competence at time 1 
was entered first, followed by the final grades to control for students’ overall performance 
in the classes; finally, the respective assignments were entered in the final step. 

3.2.1. Developmental Psychology class

In the Developmental psychology class, moral competence at time 1 was a significant 
contributor, F(1,106) = 11.2, p= .001, explaining 10% of the variation in the moral 
competence at time 2. Final grades and moral competence at time 1 together explained 
13% of the variation in the moral competence at time 2 in step 2, and this change in R² 
was significant, F(2,105) = 7.91, p=.001. Adding all assignments to the regression model 
explained an additional 17% of the variation in moral competence at time 2 and this 
change in R² was significant, F(5,102) = 4.01, p= .002. When all independent variables 
were included in stage three of the regression model, only moral competence at time 1 
and grades for group discussion were the significant predictors of the moral competence 
at time 2 (see Table 1). 

Variables B SE B β

Step 1 MCT time 1 .36 .11 .31

Step 2 MCT time 1 .36 .11 .31

Final Grades -.30 .15 -.19

Step 3 MCT time 1 .32 .11 .28

Final Grades -.47 .33 -.29

Paper -.04 .25 -.03

Moral 
Development 
Quiz

-.71 1.97 -.04

Group 
Discussions

1.13 .58 .23*

*p < .05
Table 1: Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Moral Competence at the 

End of the Semester in Developmental Psychology Class (N=108)
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3.2.2. Research methods lab class

Similar to the Developmental Psychology class, moral competence at time 1 was 
a significant contributor to the model at step 1, F (1,113) = 46.2, p= .000), but explained 
a much larger proportion, 29% of the variation in the moral competence at time 2. 
Final grades and the initial moral competence explained 29% of the variation in the 
moral competence at time 2 but this change in R² was not significant, F(1,112) = .49, 
p=.49. Adding the two assignments, the research paper and the group discussions, to 
the regression model explained 31% of the variation in the moral competence at time 
2 and this change in R² was significant, F(2,110) = 3.13, p= .047. The examination of the 
coefficients’ table revealed that only the research paper was a significant and a negative 
contributor to the moral competence test scores at the end of the semester (see Table 2). 

Variables B SE B β
Step 1 MCT time 1 .64 .09 .54

Step 2 MCT time 1 .64 .09 .54

Final Grades .08 .11 .06

Step 3 MCT time 1 .65 .09 .55

Final Grades .75 .31 .53

Research Paper -.48 .20 -.51*

Group Discussions -.22 .84 -.02

*p < .05
Table 2: Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Moral Competence at the 

End of the Semester in Research Methods lab Class (N=108)

Since the negative association between moral competence and the research 
papers was an unexpected and unusual finding, a follow up analysis testing for potential 
multicollinearity (It is known to cause the coefficients to be sensitive to changes in the 
model, including changes in the signs). Multicollinearity was tested with variance inflation 
factors test (VIF).  The test revealed that both, final grades and research papers’ grades, 
had VIFs of 7, which is greater than the critical value of 5, representing high correlations 
with the independent variable, moral competence at time 2. Typically, to fix this issue, 
one of the highly correlated variables must be dropped from the model.  Thus, the final 
grades variable was dropped from the final regression model.  After rerunning the model, 
the results showed that only the moral competence scores at time 1 was the significant 
predictor of the moral competence at the end of the semester (β = .54, p= .00).  Thus, 
it was inferred that no assignments significantly contributed to the improvement in the 
moral competence in the RML class.

4. Discussion

The goal of the present study was to examine the effectiveness of two online 
Psychology courses in fostering moral competence, which refers to the ability to solve 
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problems and conflicts on the basis of moral principles through thinking and discussion 
(Lind 2016). Specifically, the study has examined students’ moral competence at the 
beginning and the end of the semester in relation to their grades on two class assignments in 
their respective courses. Overall, students in the RML demonstrated a significant increase 
in their moral competence at the end of the semester. Students in the DEP also showed 
an increase in their moral competence scores, but the difference was only approaching 
statistical significance. Taken together, these findings provide partial support to the 
claim that higher education is capable of fostering moral reasoning; moreover, online 
psychology courses, even those that do not explicitly cover moral content, such as the 
RML, seem to be able to have a positive effect. 

The study also examined the link between students’ moral competence scores and 
the two courses’ major assignments. Specifically, in both courses two types of assignments 
were examined: peer-interaction in the form of online group discussions and active/
experiential learning, either in the form of participating in a research project or in two 
simulations. In the DEP, students participated in several group discussions, by posting 
their original responses to the instructor’s prompts and replying to their peers’ postings. 
The topics of the discussions varied; but one of the discussions was based on the topic of 
moral development, and, specifically, on the theory of Kohlberg’s and Gilligan’s theories 
of moral development. The students were asked to reflect upon both theories and to 
share with their group one moral dilemma that they personally had overcome. For the 
second assignment, students raised a virtual baby and simulated an adult life; at the end 
of both simulations, the students wrote two reflection papers. The analysis showed that 
only group discussions were significantly associated with the increase in the students’ 
moral competence at the end of the semester. That is, students who demonstrated better 
engagement and earned higher grades on the group discussions had higher levels of moral 
competence at the end of the semester. This finding further confirms past finding that 
positive peer interaction, even as online group discussions, can benefit students’ moral 
development, and thus, should be offered in online courses, whenever possible. 

As for the RML course, the findings were not as predicted. Similar to the DEP course, 
the students engaged in several group discussions following the same rules (i.e., to write 
an original post and reply to one peer’s post). Unlike the DEP, the course did not explicitly 
cover topics of morality, however, at least one topic and one group discussion touched on 
the issue of ethics in psychological research. Still, according to the results of the analysis, 
group discussions did not significantly contribute to the students’ improvement in moral 
competence. One possible interpretation for this failure is to suggest that, perhaps, only 
those courses and assignments that explicitly focus around the topics of moral nature 
may have the positive effect of raising students’ moral thought. However, this doesn’t 
explain why the students in the RML course had a significant increase in their moral 
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reasoning, and had greater levels of moral competence at the beginning and end of the 
semester than their counterparts’ in DEP course.  One possible explanation may lie in the 
cognitive demand and critical thinking skills necessary to make sound moral decisions. 
According to Kohlberg, an individual must undergo “a qualitative re-organization” of 
pattern of thinking about fairness and justice (Colby & Kohlberg 1987, 5) in order to 
advance his/her moral reasoning. Although, the content of the RML course does not 
have a moral dimension in its curriculum, it teaches students how to gather and evaluate 
evidence based on scientific rigor and critical thinking rather than personal opinions or 
emotions. This might have the positive effect on students’ moral reasoning. Additionally, 
it is possible that students with more advanced cognitive skills chose to take RML course, 
as it is considered one of more challenging courses in Psychological studies.  

Similar to the DEP course, the performance on the research project did not seem to 
contribute to students’ moral competence at the end of the semester in RML. One possible 
explanation is that active/experiential learning in both courses did not include a moral 
dimension in order to have an impact on students’ line of moral reasoning. Alternatively, 
at a minimum, such assignments did not “trigger cognitive disequilibrium” (Rest 1986) 
or perspective-taking, which are both critical elements of active learning that are known 
to facilitate the development of moral reasoning (see Mayhew & King 2008). Finally, it is 
possible that the grading of both assignments did not  capture the efforts of the students 
in the area of perspective-taking and/or did not challenge cognitive equilibrium. This 
latter explanation needs to be seriously examined by the instructor and first author, as it 
may undermine classroom morale and students’ perception of fairness, which in turn can 
have a regressive effect on students’ moral competence (e.g., Schillinger 2006). 

Additionally, it must be highlighted that the average scores of moral competence 
in both courses were very low compared to the samples in other studies using MCT 
instrument (e.g., Schillinger 2006).  One likely explanation for this is the fact that the 
students in the present study were under a lot of pressure at the end of the semester, 
either preparing for the final exam or working on their research projects. Thus, the 
element of fatigue or stress influencing students’ performance on the moral competence 
test cannot be ruled out.   

A potential flaw in the design of the study is the selection bias. Specifically, it is 
possible that students who chose to participate in the study differed from those who 
opted for an alternative extra credit assignment or to not do any extra credit assignment. 
To check this possibility, the grades of the students who participated in the study were 
compared with those who did not participate. The analyses revealed no significant 
differences between the students in the DEP course. However, a statistical significance in 
the final grades was found in the RML course. Specifically, the final grades of the students 
who did not participate in the study were higher than those who participated. This 
selection bias might have contributed to the lack of some findings in the RML course. 
However, it is worth noting that an improvement in the moral competence was still found 
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in the RML course. 
The results of the study should also be treated with caution for at least one more 

reason. The same instructor taught both courses. While this helped to control for a 
potential instructor effect, it remains unclear whether the outcomes will be the same 
under a different instructor, especially, who is novice to moral development. For example, 
instructor’s level of moral development has been shown to influence his/her teaching 
style and the overall climate in the classroom, which in turn may influence students’ 
performance and even perception of the course material (e.g., Johnston 1989). 

In conclusion, despite the aforementioned limitations, the study provides good 
evidence that online psychology courses can foster moral competence; specifically, that 
engaging students in online group discussions improves their moral reasoning skills, 
possibly by encouraging them to question their own views and believes and by exposing 
them to alternative perspectives.  Furthermore, this can also suggest that other kinds 
of course assignments, either in written or oral form, that raise students’ awareness of 
others’ points of views and encourage re-evaluation of ones’ own believes may also be 
beneficial in  raise moral competence and should be offered in higher education.     
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A Preliminary Study of the Effects of Online College Course Assignments on Students’ 
Moral Competence 

Abstract: Higher education institutions in the United States have historically been tasked 
with the responsibility of scaffolding the moral development of students. Although 
empirical evidence suggests that attending colleges and universities can foster students’ 
moral development and reasoning, the effect of online higher education remains mainly 
unknown.  The current study has examined the effect of two online psychology courses, 
Developmental Psychology and Research Methods Lab, and their respective assignments 
on students’ moral competence. The findings revealed that students’ moral competence 
in both courses was improved; this improvement was partly attributed to online group 
discussions in the Developmental psychology course.  No other assignments were found to 
be significant contributors of students’ moral competence.  Limitations and implications 
of the findings were discussed. 

Keywords: Morality; Higher Education; Online Higher Education; Moral Competence, 
Moral Development.
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